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PROSODICALLY-CONDITIONED VOWEL SHORTENING
 
IN CHINDALI *
 

Robert Botne 
Indiana University 

In Chindali [Bantu M21, northern Malawi and southern Tanzania], the augment
 
vowel of noun classes la, Sa, 9 and 10 exhibits allomorphic variation in length. In
 
other noun classes, the vowel of the noun class prefix varies in length before NC

initial stems. The author demonstrates that, in both cases, potentially long vowels
 
become shortened, except that they do so under different conditions: mora-count
 
of the noun stem in the first case, lack of high tone (accent) on the prefix in the
 
second.
 

1. Introduction 

A prominent characteristic of Bantu languages is their noun class system, in which 
there may be as many as twenty-one different classes. Each class is associated with 
a characteristic prefix-usually cv- or N- in form-and, in some languages, with an 
augment, usually a single vowel that precedes the class prefix. Hence, a typical 
noun will have the canonical form VJ-CVJ-STEM. Such is the case in Chindali, a 
Bantu language spoken in northern Malawi and southern Tanzania (M.21 in 
Bastin's [1978] modification of Guthrie's [1967-71] zone classification). The focus 
of this paper is shortening of potentially long vowels of the augment or class prefix 
vowel. 

Nouns in Chindali that do not have the canonical VJ-CVJ-STEM form-that is, 
nouns of the form V-STEM, V-N-STEM-exhibit allomorphic variation in the length 
of the pre-stem vowel. This phenomenon is illustrated in the contrast between 

* I wish to acknowledge and thank Loveness Schafer, my primary informant, for long hours of 
patient discussion of her language. I also thank Larry Hyman, David Odden, Stuart Davis, and 
Dan Dinnsen for comments that have led to a much better understanding and presentation of the 
data on my part. I remain solely responsible for interpretation of the data and the views 
expressed. 
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98 Studies in African Linguistics 27(1), 1998 

u:.J16ko 'your (SG) mother' and ll..j16kokulu 'aunt (mother's older sister)' (class la 
nouns), 1.l.vala 'scar' and f..va:nda 'blood' (class 5 nouns), 11m.beva 'mice' and 
im.be:mbe 'horns (of cow)' (class 10 nouns). Nouns of the form Y-CY-[NCY..lsTEM 
exhibit variation in the length of the class prefix vowel, hence, um1!..nda:la 'old 
man' and um6:.chindali 'Chindali person' (class 1 nouns). What is interesting 
about these two cases of variation is that they are prosodically conditioned: vowel 
length is sensitive to the mora count of the stem in the case of the non-canonical 
pre-stem vowels, to the presence of a high tone in pre-stem position in the case of 
the class prefix vowels. The objective of this paper is to describe and analyze these 
phenomena in the northern Malawi variety of Chindali and to suggest a possible 
historical scenario for the occurrence of mora-conditioned shortening. 

2. Noun classes in Chindali 

Chindali has eighteen true noun classes, paired into eleven singular-plural gen
ders'! One class-class 15-is never paired in Chindali, being reserved for verb 
infinitives/gerunds. These classes are partially distinguished morphologically by 
the type of class prefix they permit, and partially by the nature of the concordial 
agreement they determine on modifiers and verbs. Figure 1 below provides a 
listing of these forms for each of the classes as well as a pairing of the singular
plural genders. 

Figure 1. Noun class augments and prefixes 
Singular Plural 
Cl. # Augment Prefix Cl. # Augment Prefix
 
1 u- mu- 2 a- va
la u:-/u- 2a a- vo:
3 u- mu- 4 1- mi
5 I- Ii- 6 a- ma

/'5a i:-/i- 6 a- ma
7 l- ei- 8 1- fi
9 i-Ii:- /1- 6 a- ma
9 i-/i:- ]1- 10 i-Ii:- [1

11 u- lu- 10 i-Ii:- [1

12 a- ka- 13 u- tu
14 u- uu- 6 a- ma
15 u- ku

1 Data were collected primarily from Loveness Schafer, a native speaker of Ndali, over a period 
of 28 months, from September 1995 to December 1997. Additional data were collected from 
written texts collected from -30 native speakers in northern Malawi during May-June 1995. 
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Prosodically-conditioned vowel shortening in Chindali 99 

Several classes require special comment. First, classes la and 2a, which histori
cally included nouns referring to special categories of humans (e.g., kinship rela
tions), now include other nouns, such as some body parts and some animals, 
separating them semantically from classes 1 and 2, which still include only human 
nouns. Morphologically, the class 2a prefix vo:- represents a case of double prefix
ation: class 2 va- plus the class la augment U:-. 

Second, of 101 nouns collected in classes 5 and 5a, only 19 are inherently 
found in class 5 (-19% of the total). Class 5 Ji- occurs before both C-initial and V
initial roots-for example, iJi.ko:ndo 'type of yam', iJi.Jima 'bean', ily.a:ni 'leaf'
unlike the case in many other eastern Bantu languages in which it occurs only 
before vowel-initial roots. This is quite possibly a consequence of borrowing from 
neighboring languages. Also unusual for class prefixes, a few words have alternate 
forms, i.e., both the class 5 and class 5a prefixes are possible, as, for example, in 
ili.fumu versus l:.fuinu 'sub-chief'. Whether this is due to dialectal or individual 
variation is not clear. It is not the case that the class 5a form is derived phono
logically from the class 5 form. As evidence of this, forms like iJi.Jima 'bean' 
cannot become I:.Jima. Furthermore, class 5 iJi- functions productively as an 
augmentative, as in iJi.kuku 'huge chicken' « 1:1].guku 'chicken '); it cannot occur 
as *i:kuku. 

Third, the class 9 and 10 prefix -)1- varies in form according to the initial seg
ment of the root. Before vowels and Iyl, it remains [)1]; compare, for example, i-]1
o:ve 'fingers' (> i-my-o:ve 'huge fingers'), i-Jl-(y)O:mba 'houses' (> i-mi-yO:mba 
'huge houses'), and l:-)1-joka 'snakes' (> i-mi-yoka 'huge snakes').2 Before conso
nants it becomes homorganic, except before roots beginning with either a spirant 
(I:-swi i:-I]-guJu [9-fish 9-large] 'large fish') or a nasal U:-I]oma 'drum' vs. i-Ji
I]oma 'huge drum'), in which case it is deleted (see (21-22) and (23), respectively, 
for further examples). These latter forms resemble class 5a forms, and can be 
distinguished only by the type of concordial agreement they determine. 

3. The structure of the Chindali noun 

The canonical noun in Chindali is composed of three constituent parts: the stem, 
the class prefix, and a pre-prefix, which may be either the augment or a locative 
prefix. The derivational (D- )stem and the class prefix together comprise the 
inflectional (1-)stem, the augmentless form of a noun occurring after, for example, 
the copula -va (or its suppletive form -Ji), as illustrated in (3) further below.3 The 
canonical shape of a noun, as indicated in (l), is that in which the stem is disyllabic 
and the pre-D-stem elements are V-CV-. 

2 Note that in Ndali stops and affricates-/b, d, j, g/-become continuants-[u, I, y, U\]-inter
vocalically, but do not change following a nasal. Palatal IJlI plus Iyl or lUll become [J1] and [I)], 
respectively. )
3 The terms D-stem and I-stem have been adopted here for the structure of the noun following a " 
suggestion by Larry Hyman, based on work on the verb by Laura Downing. 
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100 Studies in African Linguistics 27(1), 1998 

(1) Can.onica1 form of Chindali nouns 
Noun 

Pre-pfx 
V 

I-stem 

/\
Class pfx D-stem 

CV CV(:)CV 

The canonical D-stem in Chindali is disyllabic, though the first syllable of the 
D-stem may have either one or two moras. Vowels in longer stems may be short or 
long in any position, illustrated by the examples in (2), except in final position, 
which is always short. 

(2) 
a. u-mu-kolo 'woman' 

Noun class 
1 

i- ci- k8:Ie 'girlfriend' 7 

b. i- m baIacqa 

i- Ii bya:Iiwa 

i- m bata:ta 

u ka:lJe:se 

'plantains & meat' 
'crops' 
'sweet potato' 
'onion' 

9 
8 
9 
1a 

c. a-ka- fweIeIema 

i- ci- fwa:nikiJo 

i- ci- papa:tuia 

i- 1] gaIim8:to 

u-mu:J1o:mwepo:mwe 

i- m buIa:lJge:ti 

'period before sunrise' 
'example' 
'bark used as firewood' 
'car' 
'unmarried woman' 
'blanket' 

12 
7 
7 
9 
1 
9 

/ 

d, u kamuJu:lJguIiIa 'circle' 1a 

4. The status of class la and Sa prefixes 

Of particular relevance for this study is the status of class 1a u:-Iu- and class 5a i:
li-, which are the only classes whose pre-D-stem affixes cannot be readily seg
mented into an augment and a prefix. They are also the only ones that consist 
solely of a vowel. Nevertheless, although similar in form, they differ significantly 
in morpho-syntactic behavior. Class 1a u:-Iu- behaves much like an augment of 
"regular" classes (examples in 3-4): it is deleted following the connective particle 
-a:, as in (5a), and the copula -ba (or suppletive Ii-), as in (5b). And like augments, 

® 
1I 
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Prosodically-conditioned vowel shortening in Chinda/i 101 

it does not co-occur with locative prefixes. However, class 1a nouns differ from 
canonical V-CV-prefixed nouns in that the locative is not affixed to the noun in 
place of the augment, but rather to the connective -a:, as in (5c).4 

Class 5a i:- differs from class 1a u:- in that its behavior is more like that of the 
class prefix. Although, like U:-, it is deleted following the connective -a:, as in (6a), 
unlike U:-, it occurs optionally following the copula (6b). (It is not clear at this 
point whether this variation is free or determined by some criterion such as 
definiteness.) Also, like the canonical CV - prefix (3c), it co-occurs with the locative 
prefix (6c), hence, the label "A(ugment)-prefix". 

(3) C
a. 

l
ij1e:cqa ya: mwa:na 
9-marriage 9-of I-child 

ass 1 and locatives of 
'marriage of a chi

classes 3, 5, 6 
ld' [< u-mw-a:na 1 'child'] 

b. ukuva mulume 'to be a husband' 
AUG-IS-be I-husband 

[< u-mu-lume 1 'husband'] 

c. pa-mu-se:vo 
mu-ly-i:so 
mu-ma-piJi 

'on the road' 
'in the eye' 
'in among the 
millet stalks' 

[< u-mu-se:vo 3 'road'] 
[< i-ly-i:so 5 'eye'] 
[< a-ma-piJi 6 'millet stalk'] 

(4) Class 9 
a.	 pakavaJiJo ka: sala 'in a time of famine' [< i:-sala 'famine'] 

I6-I2-time I2-offamine 

b.	 ya:ba IJguvo 'it was a cloth' [< i-j1-guvo 'cloth'] 
9-Pf-be 9-cloth 

c.	 pa-m-ba:IJgo 'at the funeral' [< i-j1-ba:IJgo 'funeral'] 
ku:-siJa 'on the path' [< i:-(j1-)siJa 'path'] 
mO:-fucqo 'in the pot' [< l:-(j1-)fucqo 'path'] 

(5) Class 1a 
a.	 amaJu cqa: kalu/u 'words of Hare' [< u-kalulu 'hare'] 

6-word 6-of hare 

b.	 ukuva malafyii:/e 'to be a chief [< u-malafyii:le 'chief] 
AUG-IS-be I-chief 

c.	 p-a: cqo:ndo 'at the mound' [< u-cqo:ndo 'mound'] 
kw-a: cqo:ndo 'on the mound' [< u-cqo:ndo 'mound'] 
mw-a: pafwa 'inside (of) the lung' [< u:-pafwa 'lung'] 

4 As noted earlier in the text, the U:-, unlike the canonical augment, is retained in the plural. 
Moreover, it also occurs in the form wi: + STEM (ju: + i/), a relative copular-like construction. ® 
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(6) Class Sa 
a. umpwa:to Waf vcqe 'noise of the rock' [< i:-bwe 'rock'] 

la-noise I-of rock 

b. likuv8 (i:)Jiku 'it is a day' [< i:-Jiku 'day'] 
5-Pr-be 5-day 

c. p-i:-Jiku 'on the day' [< i:-Jiku 'day] 
kW-'i:-vU[e 'on the rock' [< i:-vU[e 'rock'] 
mw-i:-U[6Iu 'in the maize [< i:-lq6Iu 'maize granary'] 

granary' 

The set of locative prefixes (7) are often grouped in Bantu grammars together 
with the set of noun class prefixes. Like class prefixes, they determine concordial 
agreement on modifiers and verbs. However, like the augment, with which they do 
not co-occur, they precede the class prefix. Of relevance to this paper, they also 
exhibit allomorphic variation in vowel length, as illustrated by the examples in (7). 

(7) Locative prefixes (with class 9/10 nouns) 

Cl. # 
16 pa-/pa: pa-J1-il:mba 'at a house' vs. pa:-]1-6ma 'upper back' 
17 ku-/ku: ku-n-de:cc[e 'on a plane' vs. kU:-J1-6ma 'in the past' 
18 mu-/mu: mU-IJ-g6:mbe 'in the pot' vs. mil:-fulqo 'in the pot' 

A more extensive general description of the northern Malawi Chindali noun 
class system can be found in Vail [1974]. However, although Vail does indicate 
(some) phonemic short/long contrast in D-stem vowels, he does not indicate where 
predictable vowel length occurs and, hence, does not mention the prosodic varia
tion in pre-D-stem vowel length to be described here. 

5. Variation in the length of classes la and Sa pre-stem vowels 

Nouns in classes 1a and Sa-that is, those which deviate from the canonical V-CV
pre-D-stem structure-may differ in pre-stem vowel length, the distribution of the 
long and short variants dependent on the moraic count of the D-stem, long vowel 
before mono- and bi-moraic stems, short vowel before longer stems. Representa
tive data are given first for class Sa nouns (8) which have the variants [u:-] and [u-]. 

(8) Class 1a 
a. 6: vuvi 'spider' u- v7:sa 'rooster' 

u: l]ina 'her mother' u l1o:l]gi 'so-an-so' 
u: pcifwa 'lung' 6 ta:ta 'my father' 

u ma:lJga 'pumpkin' 
6- sc:la 'leopard' 
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Prosodically-conditioned vowel shortening in Chindali 103 

b. 11:- kavcqa 'dog'	 11- kavuJi 'smallpox' 
u:- ]1oko	 'your mother' u- }lokokulu 'my grandmother'
 

u- kaya:mba 'tortoise'
 
u- malafyfi.:le 'chief'
 

c.	 u:- mbepo 'god' 11- mba:mbo 'father (priest'
 
u- mbl1cqulu 'owl'
 
11- lldi}:li 'baboon'
 
u- l]gopole 'monkey (sp.)'
 
11- 1]gwa:J]gu 'last born child'
 

The set of examples in (Sa) contrasts disyllabic D-stems that differ in the 
length-and, hence, in the mora count-of their medial vowel. The set in (8b) 
shows bimoraic versus tri- and quadri-moraic stems, while that in (8c) illustrates 
length differences before NC-initial stems. 

The class 5a prefix behaves phonologically in the same way as the class la 
augment, the only difference being the vowel quality, [i] rather than [u]. Contrasts 
between pre-D-stem long vowels with bi-moraic stems and pre-D-stem short 
vowels with multi-moraic stems (i.e., more than 2 moras) are shown in (9). 

(9) Class 5a 
a.	 1:- fumu 'chief' i- FU:l]gO 'odor'
 

i:- voccla 'side dish' i- va:nda 'blood'
 
1:- vala 'scar' i- ve:le 'breast'
 
i:- tone 'ripe banana' i- tfi.:l]ga 'buttock'
 
i:- kl1tu 'ear' i- pO:mba 'grave'
 

b.	 i:- kokwe 'tree' i- ko:pala 'coin' 
1:- Jiku 'day (24 hrs)' i- Ja:vala 'peanut' 
i:- pele 'millet beer' i- pelle:l]ga 'type of dance' ?/' 
i:- cqeJa 'maize porridge' i- llfulull1fi 'root' 

c. 1:- ]101i 'type of wild fruit'	 i- ndi:ma 'lemon' 

The examples in (9a) contrast disyllabic D-stems, those in (9b) show bimoraic 
vs. tri- and quadri-moraic D-stems. The two examples in (9c) show the prefix 
before N- and NC-initial stems. 

That the long pre-D-stem vowel noted in the left-hand examples of (9) above 
does not occur in nouns having canonical Y-CY-STEM form is attested by the 
examples in (10), in which the same underlying D-stem is illustrated with both 
canonical prefix and 5a-prefix pre-D-stem morphology. 
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Noun class 
(10)	 a. a-hi-vlqe 'small rock' 12 

1:- vlqe 'rock' 5a 

b.	 i- ci-kokwe 'stick; wood' 7
 
i:- kokwe 'tree' 5a
 

c.	 l1-vu-Jiku 'night' 14
 
1:- Jiku 'day' 5a
 

d.	 u- tu- VOll{a 'a delicious side dish' 13
 
i:- vOlqa 'a side dish' 5a
 

e.	 1- Ii- vaia 'long, ugly scar' 5
 
1:- vaia 'scar' 5a
 

6.	 Length variation in classes 9110 

The same variation in pre-D-stem vowel length is found among nouns of classes 9 
and 10, which are composed of an augment, a nasal class prefix, and the stem
V+N+STEM. Classes 9 and 10 are identical in their pre-D-stem morphology; they 
differ only in the type of concordial agreement they determine. However, since 
class 10 functions as the plural of both classes 9 and 11, examples from both 
classes will be included. 

The basic underlying form of the class 9/10 prefix is /Jl/. Thus, if the noun 0
stem is vowel initial, as in the examples in (11), which are all derived from verbs, 
and in those in (12), which are the plurals of class 11 nouns, the noun class prefix 
surfaces as [Pl. Note that in all of these cases, the D-stem is tri-moraic or longer 
and that the pre-D-stem vowel is short. 

(11) Class 9: ifl
/1- fl- e:lqa 'marriage' [< u-kw-e:lqa 'marry']
 

I- fl- a:I)gaIo 'games' [< u- kw-a:I]gaia 'play']
 
I- fl- i:n6I)ono 'thought' [< u- kw- i:nOI]Ona 'think']
 
I- fl- i:pO:to 'pastor, priest' [< u- kw-i:pO:ta 'pray']
 

(12) Class 10: ifl
a.	 I- fl- ii:Ia 'grinding stones' b. u-Iw-ii:Ia 'grinding stone'
 

1- fl- o:ve 'fingers' I1-Iw-o:ve 'finger'
 
I- fl- l:ho 'customs' u-Iw-1:ho 'custom'
 
1- fl- i:mbo 'songs' I1-Iw-i:mbo 'song'
 

With a stem-initial glide-either [y] or [un-the features of the the nasal prefix 
coalesce with those of the glide, hence, /Jl + y/ ~ [Jll, /Jl + lq/ ~ [I)]' as illustrated 
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by the examples in (13). Again, tri-moraic stems occur only with a short pre-D
stem vowel. 

(13) Classes 9/10 I-Jl-I with glide-initial stems 
a.	 i-]1- O:mba 'house' b. i-1)-e:nda 'mouse' 

[AUG =umu-yO:mba] [AUG =ili-U{e:nda] 

i- 1)-o:mbe 'head of cattle' 
[AUG =ili-U{o:mbe] 

Before a consonant-initial D-stem, the nasal prefix is always homorganic, as 
shown by the data in (14)-(20). As in the case of classes 1a and 5a described 
previously, variation occurs in the length of the pre-D-stem vowel-here, the 
augment i-. As in the cases of la and 5a nouns, the long variant, i:-, occurs with 
stems having one or two moras, the short variant, i-, with nouns of three or more 
moras. 

(14) Class 9: i:m- versus im

a. i:-m- beva 
i:-m- bolo 
i:-m- bunG 
i:-m- bti]1i 
1:-m- bepo 

'mouse' 
'penis' 
'nose' 
'louse' 
'wind' 

b. i- m- be:ya 
i- m- b6:mbo 
i- m- bO:1)go 
i- m- balacqa 
i- m- bilipl:ri 

'salt' 
'navel' 
'disease' 
'plantains & meat' 
'hot pepper' 

(15) Class 9: i:n- versus in-

a. i:-n- defu 
J:-n- dovo 
i:-n- dumi 
i:-n- dtimyo 
1:-n- dimi 

'facial hair' 
'pail' 
'message' 
'problem' 
'tongue' 

b. i- 11

i- 11

i- 11

i- 11

i- 11

dye:la 
do:ki 
dU:.J1e 
dapatapa 
dacqilo 

'maize & beans' 
'plantain' 
'green banana' 
'thigh' 
'rule' 

(16) Class 9: i:n- versus i11

a. i:-]1 Juccra 
i:-]1- Jevo 
i:-]1 Joka 
1:-]1- Jato 

'language' 
'slander (c1. 10)' 
'snake' 
'python' 

b. i- ]1- JO:ki 
i-]1- Je:ye 
i- Jl- Je:ceva 

'honey bee' 
'crab' 
'type of charm' 

(17) Class 9: i:1)- versus i1)
a. J:-1)- gwi 

J:-1)- gelD 
i:-1)- g6le 
i:-1)- guku 
i:-1)- gamu 
1:-1)- gata 

'firewood' 
'temptation' 
'blood vessel' 
'chicken' 
'name' 
'headpad' 

b. i- 1)- gWl:11a 
i- 1)- ge:la 
i- 1)- g6:la 
i- 1)- gull1ve 
i- 1)- galamu 
i- 1)- 9 wa:pa 

'crocodile' 
'dew' 
'phlegm' 
'pig' 
'lion' 
'armpit' 
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Before voiceless spirants and nasals, the nasal prefix is deleted, as shown in 
(18)-(19) and (20), respectively. As with the previous cases, difference in pre-stem 
vowel length varies according to the number of moras in the stem. 

Class 9: i:- versus i
(18)	 a. J:- swj5 'fish' b. i- sefuJira 'metal pot' 

i:- fwi 'grey hair' i- fO:IJgono 'nosebleed' 

(19) a. i:- ficqa 
1:- fuJa 
i:- saJa 
i: seko 
i:- sofu 

'kidney' 
'rain' 
'hunger' 
'laughter' 
'elephant' 

b. i- fu:ngo 
i- sO:Ja 
i- sa:mbo 
i- sekema 
i- socqoJo 

'odor' 
'lopper' 
'wire' 
'fever' 
'calf (of leg)' 

(20) a. i:- ]1ama 
i:- l]oma 

'meat' 
'type of drum' 

b. i- J1O:la 
i- IJc:nda 
i- nO:IJgwa 

'thirst' 
'mouse' 
'court case' 

i- nJi:IJga 'bicycle' 

Class 10 (plural of 11): i:- versus i-
i- nu:nda 'fishing spears' 
i- nU:IJgu 'wild dogs' 
i- IJe:]1e 'bumblebees' 
i- ]1aUla 'tomatos' 

7. Variation in the vowel length of locative prefixes 

Locative prefixes in Chindali behave morpho-syntactically like augments in that 
they precede the noun class prefix; they behave like class prefixes in that they 
determine concordial agreement on modifiers. Again, as in the cases described 
previously, when the vowel of the locative prefix is the sole pre-stem vowel, as it is 
when it precedes the nasal class prefix of class 9 or 10, we observe variation in 
vowel length depending on the number of moras in the stem. Representative 
examples of the three locative prefixes with class 9 nouns are provided in (21)
(23), showing that the vowel of the locative is long when the stem has no more 
'than two moras, short when there are three (or more) stem moras. 

5 Rising and simple high tones on long vowels do not appear to be distinctive in Ndali nouns. 
That is, there appears to be only a two-way opposition on long vowels: high on the first mora 
(falling tone) vs high on the second mora (either rising tone or high on both moras). It is not yet 
clear what conditions the variation; hence, tones are given here as transcribed in my notes. 
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Prosodically-conditioned vowel shortening in Chindali 107 

Locative + N + STEM 
(21) Class 16 

a.	 pa:-]1- 11ma 'upper back'
 
pii:- ([1-) se6 'ground, earth'
 

b.	 pa-]1- O:m ba 'at the house'
 
pa- 1)- ge:lo 'the early morning' [< 'i-]1-ge:la 'dew']
 

(22) Class 17 
a.	 kU:-]1- I1ma 'in the past'
 

kO:- ([1-) se 'the outside'
 
b.	 ku- 11- de:ll/e 'on the plane'
 

ku- lJ- k6:lJgi 'on the elbow'
 

(23) Class 18 
a.	 mu:-m boJo 'if. the medicine'
 

ml1:-11- dete 'in the reeds'
 
b.	 ml1- 11 da:mba 'in the granary'
 

ml1- m- balall/a 'in the potatoes/meat'
 

Preceding nouns of class Sa, the locative vowel is either lost or becomes a glide 
(24). The prefix i:- of the noun is long or short, as we have seen previously, 
depending on the mora count of the stem. 

(24) Locative + prefix i:- (cl. Sa) 
a.	 p- 1:- Jiku 'on the day'
 

p- i- pe11e:1)ga 'at the dance'
 

b.	 kw- i:- kokwe 'at the tree'
 
kw- i- pO:mba 'at the grave'
 

c.	 mw-i:- kl1tu 'inside the ear'
 
mw-i- te:mbe 'in the kraal'
 

The locative vowel is not affected when it occurs before a canonical CY- class 
prefix, as in (25)-(26). The class prefix vowel is long in (25a) and (26a) because 
the D-stem is NC-initial (the N being deleted before the voiceless fricative). This 
issue is discussed at greater length in section 9. 

6 Recall that in Ndali nasals are deleted when they precede voiceless spirants. Hence, pa:se ~ 
derives from /pa + 11 + set. 'J 
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(25) a. 
b. 

pa- mu:- si 
pa- (v)u- Jiku 

'midday' 
'night' 

cl. 3 
cl. 14 

(26) a. 
b. 

kl1- ma:- so 
ku- vl1 ce 
kl1- m w- a:.J1a 
kl1- ka a:ya 

'face' 
'at dawn' 
'sky' 
'home' 

cl. 6 
cl. 14 
c!. 3 
cl. 12 

Class la nouns differ from all other nouns in that they require the use of the 
connective -a: when locativized, as illustrated in (27). Augment u:- is deleted from 
the noun, as are canonical augments. The locative connective fonn is invariably 
long, that is, it is unaffected by the stem mora count. What this suggests is that 
connective -a: is either a separate word or a proclitic on the noun. Although nouns 
and verbs usually end with a short vowel in Chindali, functional words often have 
final long vowels (for example, po: 'so then', coco: 'the one who/that', we: 'who', 
no: 'without'). On the other hand, it may be that the connective structure represents 
what Hyman and Katamba [1990] analyze as a "word within a word", [Cv-a: 
[NOUN]word]word. In either case, the connective is not affected by vowel shortening 
as are the pre-D-stem affixes. 

(27) Locative + -a: + la noun 
a. p- a: sapfi:ta 'during the week' 
b. kw- a: kavwa 'on the dog' 
c. mw-a: ma:l)ga 'inside the pumpkin' 

8. Mora determined length in noun modifiers 

Alternation in pre-D-stem vowel length has thus far been limited to nouns. How
ever, the phenomenon is also found in adjectives, which must agree with the noun. 
The concordial agreement marker is usually the same as the pre-D-stem morpho
logy of the noun, except in the case of class la nouns, which have the same agree
ment marker as class l-umu-. In the two sets of data that follow, a bimoraic 
adjective stem, -nine 'other' and -kulu 'big', is contrasted with a tri-moraic stem, 
-nfi:ndi 'small, few' and -kesamu 'reddish', similar in segmental composition. 
Each set comprises three categories: V-STEM, V-N-STEM, and V-CV-STEM. Recall 
that the nasal prefix of classes 9/1 0 deletes before nasals and voiceless fricatives. 

(28) -nine 'other' versus -nfi:ndi 'few/small' 
a.	 5a l:Jiku i:-nine i:k6kwe i-nfi:ndi 

'another day' 'a small tree' 
5 iJyl:ta l:-nine 

'another name' 
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b. 9	 imbo:mbo I:-nine i:mbako i-na.:ndi
 
'other work' 'a small cave'
 

10	 iI]o:mbe I:-nine l:IJguku i-na.:ndi 
'other cattle' 'a few chickens' 

c.	 la uma.:I]ga u-mu-nine uuI:sa u-mu-na.:ndi
 
'another pumpkin' 'small rooster'
 
amauuyo a-ma-nine amaJiku a-ma-na.:ndi 6 
'other places' 'a few days'
 

8
 ifif(j:kwa i-fi-nine ifi]1ama.:na i-fi-na.:ndi 
'other reasons' 'a few animals' 

(29) -kulu 'big' versus -kesamu'reddish' 
a.	 5 i:k6kwe l:-kulu il6:I]gwi I-kesamu
 

'a big tree' 'reddish soil'
 

b. 9	 imbo:mbo 1:-1J-gulu i:ndefu I-I]-gesamu
 
'a lot of work' 'reddish beard'
 

10	 I:mbuli 1:-1J-gulu iI]o:mbe I-I]-gesamu 
'fat goats'	 'reddish cattle' 

c.	 la umbe:clfa u-mu-kulu u:kaull/a u-mu-kesamu
 
'big baboon' 'reddish dog'
 

6 amak6kwe a-ma-kulu ame:ya a-ma-kesamu
 
'big trees' 'reddish fur'
 

8	 ifik6kwe I-fi-kulu ifiJlama.:na i-fi-kesamu
 
'big pieces of wood' 'reddish animals'
 

9.	 Length variation in the canonical CV· class prefix 

Nouns having the canonical CY- prefix typically have short vowels in the augment 
and in the prefix, regardless of the syllabic or moraic structure of the stem, as the 
representative examples in (30)-(32), illustrating mono-moraic, bi-moraic, and tri
moraic D-stems, respectively, demonstrate (apparent exceptions to this are 
discussed in section 11). 

Noun class 
(30)	 u- mu- ko 'son-in-law' 1 

1- mI- tLJ 'heads' 4 
a- ma- ti 'saliva' 6 
u- uu- fwe 'death' 14 
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(31) a va kola 'women' I 
u- mu- l6mu 'mouth' 3 
i ei tuli 'mortar' 7 
u lu saya 'cheek' 11 
a ka yl1ni 'bird' 12 
u vl1 vine 'sickness' 14 

(32) a va- li:Ja 'men' 2 
u mu- te:IJgu 'amount' 3 
i 6 sa:vi 'mound' 7 
i- m beleJe 'sheep' 10 
a ka vaJiJo 'time' 12 

Although typically short, the vowel of the CV- class prefix is occasionally 
long. The long CV:- variant only occurs before NC-initial D-stems, as illustrated 
by the examples in (33)-(36), though not all NC-initial D-stems appear with a long 
CV:- variant. However, unlike the vowel length alternation noted previously with 
class la and 5a nouns, the salient conditioning factor appears not to be the mora 
count of the D-stem, but rather the positioning of a high tone. Hence, the difference 
between the nouns on the left-hand side and those on the right-hand side in (33)
(36) appears to be the location of the first high tone. Nouns having the first high 
tone in pre-D-stem position manifest a long prefix vowel, those having the first 
high tone on the D-stem a short prefix vowel. 

(33) Classes 1/2 and la 
a.	 u-mO:-ndu 'person' 

a-vii:- ndu 'people' 

b.	 u-ml1:-<:1Jindali 'Chindali u-mu- nda:la 'old man' 
person' 

a-va:- C11indali 'Chindali a-va- nda:la 'old men' 
people' 

c.	 u-mu-IJgele:sa 'English person' 
a-va- IJgele:sa 'English people' 

d.	 u-mu-mbwe:si 'close friend' 
a-va- mbwe:si 'close friends' 

(34) Classes 3/4 
a.	 l1-mu:-si 'day' 

i-mi:- si 'days' 

b.	 i-ml:- ndu 'mess' 
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c. 

(35) C
a. 

u-mu:-succ[U 

lasses 5/6 
i-li: so 
a-ma:-so 

'today' 

'eye' 
'eyes' 

u-mu- nJi:TJga 
i-mi- nJi:TJga 

'huge bicycle' 
'huge bicycles' 

b. a-ma:-J6:Ji 'tears' 

c.	 a-ma- nd1:ma 'lemons' 
a-ma- ngalii:si 'mirrors' 

(36) Classes 7/8 
a.	 i-Ci:- ndu 'thing' 

i-fi:- ndu 'things 

b. i-ci:- c1lindali 'Chindali	 i-Ci- ndundu:TJga 'large basket' 
language' 

i-fi- ndundu:TJga 'large baskets' 

c. i-ci:- ngaJa 'kitchen area'	 i-Ci- TJgele:sa 'English language' 

d.	 i-ci:- ngwI:kwi 'butterfly' l-C- i:lJgwele:Ji 'on and on' 
i-fi:- ngwI:kwi 'butterflies' i-fy- i:TJgwele:Ji 'on and on' 

e.	 i-ci:- ngt1:ndya 'leaf (bean plant)' 
i-fi:- ngt1:ndya 'leaves (bean plant)' 

The class 3 nouns umu:si 'day' (34a) and umu:sucl[u 'today' (34b), the class 5 
noun i1i:so 'eye' (35a), and the class 6 noun ama:J6:Ji 'tears [of the eye]' (35b) all 
appear, at first glance, to be exceptional in that there is no overt NC-initial D-stem. 
However, evidence that the D-stems are/were underlyingly NC-initial comes from 
comparative data. The word for 'today' is most likely a contraction of umt1:si 'day' 
and ucqu 'this'. Guthrie [1967-71]) reconstructs variant forms for 'day' and 'eye' 
in Common Bantu, one of which has a nasal cluster: *-c1 and *-nc1 'day'; *-Y1CO 
and *-Y1nco 'eye'. In Kinyarwanda (1.61) and Kirundi (J.62), for example, we find 
umu:nsi 'day'. And in neighboring Inamwanga (M.22) we find il.inso/am.inso 
'eye/s' in which the nasal is still extant. Assuming Chindali had the nasal variant of 
the stem, then we can readily provide an historical reason for the vowel lengthen
ing in these two cases; the NC sequence produced a long prefix vowel (37) but the 
nasal was subsequently deleted preceding the voiceless spirant. 

(37) a. a + rna + 'Inca > a+ rna: + nso > a-ma:-so 
b.	 u+mu+'ncl > u+ mu: + ns) > u-mt1:si 
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Such lengthening did not occur in other nouns of classes 5/6 or 3/4 for which nasal 
variants did not occur historically. For example, although 'voice' (38), 'tooth' (39), 
and 'lower back' (40) resemble the cases of 'eye' and 'day' above, the forms of the 
nouns and their reconstructions suggest that there was never an underlying NC 
cluster. 

(38) a. iJi-Ju / ama-Ju 'voice/s' 
b. -j!U 5/6 'voice' Common Bantu 

(39) a. ily-i:no / am-i:no 'tooth/teeth' 
b. -y!no 5/6 'tooth' Common Bantu 

(40) a. I1mu-sana / imi-sana 'lower back/s' 
b. -caml 3/4 'back' Common Bantu 

Different reconstructions for Common Bantu 'tear' have also been posited: 
*-nc6dl 5/6 'tear from eye' by Guthrie (1967-71), *-ic6dJ by Meeussen (1969). 
Guthrie's reconstruction appears to be based on the occurrence of an [n]-initial 
stem in some zone M languages. In neighboring Inamwanga (M.22), for example, 
we find both initial D-stem segments, iJ,insozi/am.insozi 'tear/s'. Neither stem
initial segment appears in modem Chindali, though they appear to have left a 
residue of length. In sum, all these examples appear to have (had) NC-initial 0
stems, with the nasal disappearing before the voiceless spirant. 

Although the focus here is on length variation in the class prefixes, which 
appears to be dependent on the presence or absence of a high tone in pre-stem 
position, there is also some variation in length before NC-sequences in D-stems 
themselves, as for example in iCi-ndundO:1Jga 'large basket' (36b), in which the [u] 
is short before [nd] but long before [ng]. This stem internal variation seems to be a 
consequence of (partial) reduplication. Compare, for example, other reduplicated 
words which have a short vowel followed by a long vowel before the same NC
sequence: umu-cinjacl:nja 'killer', i-Jambila:mbi 'bark (for cloth)', and urn u
teIJgate:IJga 'porter'. Non-reduplicative cases such as ama-vu:ndi:ndo 'responsi
bility', show that long vowels before NC-sequences may occur in consecutive 
syllables. On the other hand, there are some cases of internal length differences 
which suggest that tone might play a role in vowel length here as well, for 
example, u-kamb8:ni 'marriage representative' versus l1-kaambaku 'bull', in which 
the first vowel of the stem preceding [mb] is short when the first high tone is on the 
penultimate vowel, but long when it is on the prefix. For the purposes of this paper, 
only pre-stem variation will be considered further. 
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10. Discussion and analysis: lengthening or shortening? 

The preceding data and description have shown that pre-D-stem vowels of both 
nouns and adjectives may appear either long or short. For canonical CV-prefixes, 
vowel length appears to be contingent on the placement of the first high tone; for 
non-canonical forms having a single pre-D-stem vowel, i.e., nouns of classes la, 
5a, 9, and 10, it appears to be dependent on the mora count of the stem. The issue 
to be considered in this section is whether these constitute cases of vowel length
ening or shortening. 

First, vowels in canonical CV- prefixes should be considered underlyingly 
short. They occur long only in a very restricted, marked environment: before D
stem-initial NC sequences with a concomitatnt pre-stem high tone. Locative pre
fixes, too, are to be considered short underlyingly. Evidence for this is found in 
examples such as kU-VLi-cc 'at da wn', in which one might expect to find a long 
vowel, based on the bi-moraic I-stem, but, in fact, finds a short vowel. Since the 
locative prefixes behave exactly like the class 9/10 augment i-, we can surmise that 
it, too, is also underlyingly short, especially as there is no evidence supporting a 
long underlying form. Hence, we can conclude that Chindali lengthens pre-stem 
vowels, as hypothesized in (41), when they immediately precede a stem-initial
either D-stem or I-stem-NC sequence.? This lengthening, then, produces long 
pre-stem vowels in the following cases: augment i- of classes 9/10; clitics pa-, ku-, 
mu- of locative classes 16, 17, 18, respectively; and prefixes having the canonical 
CV- form. The altemative-lengthening only in the presence of a high tone-does 
not fit the data, as the vowel of locative prefixes lengthens before NC-initial I
stems of classes 9/10 even if there is not a high tone, as in mu:-mbciko 'in the 
cave'. 

(41) Vowel lengthening before stem-initial NC sequences8 

Jl Jl Jl 
I ........'f" /\ 
V [N

stem 
C V 

7 Stem internal vowels preceding NC sequences may be either long or short. At this time, it is 
not clear whether these are best considered in terms of an underlying length contrast or in tenns 
of differentially derived length based on moraic and non-moraic nasals (cf. Hyman and Ngunga 
[1997] for a similar case in Yao). For example, some words like ngimba [question word] have 
vowels which precede a nasal cluster do not lengthen. For the purposes of this paper, I only 
consider pre-stem lengthening. 
8 Note that the statements of rules in (36)-(38) are not intended to be rigorous fonnulations 
following a particular theoretical view, but rather are intended to provide a general picture of the 

~ C 
changes that occur. 
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The second issue concerns differences in shortening before NC-initial stems. 
Two kinds of NC-initial stems have been noted: NC-initial D-stems having 
canonical CV- prefixes and N+C-initial I-stems of classes 9 and 10. Since the two 
do not behave in an identical manner, two different processes must be accounted 
for. In the case of canonical CV- prefixes before D-stems, we saw that shortening 
was precluded by the presence of a high tone in pre-D-stem position, that is, 
shortening only occurs if there is no high tone preceding the D-stem. We can 
represent this generalization as in (42). 

(42) Vowel shortening in canonical CV-prefixes 

V:	 -7 V / _] + stem[
 
[-Hi]
 

The second shortening process does not depend on tone and involves the I
stem. If we assume classes 1a and Sa have an underlying long vowel, that is, class 
la u:- and class Sa i:-, rather than an underlying short vowel, we are able to posit a 
single generalization for the non-canonical forms: long vowels preceding the 1
stem shorten in just those cases where the noun stem is poly-moraic. That is, if the 
final moraic unit is considered to be extra-metrical, then shortening can be con
sidered to occur preceding an I-stem that has a bi-moraic "foot". Although it might 
be tempting to view the class 1a and Sa affixes as sequences of two vowels- u+u
and i+i- -there is no evidence suggesting that they ever behave phonologically or 
morphologically as two separate elements. In fact, the data and discussion 
implicitly suggest that in pre-D-stem position Chindali nouns are canonically and 
underlyingly bimoraic, as in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Canonical and underlying pre-D-stem metrical form 

Aug Pfx	 Aug Pfx 

Il Il	 Il Il 
I I	 ~ 
V CY cl. la u 

Il Il	 Il Il 
I I	 ~ 

cl. 9	 cl. SaJ1 

Assuming, then, potential long vowels-either derived from lengthening before 
NC or underlying in classes la and Sa-vowel shortening is conditioned by the 
mora count of the stem. This generalization can be represented heuristically as a 
general rule (43), which must follow the vowel lengthening rule posited in (41) but 
precede the similar shortening rule in (42). 
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(43) Vowel shortening before stems having a bimoraic foot 

Foot 

/\ 
V: ~ V / _ + stem[ ... Jl Jl <Jl>] 

Two additional rules-vowel deletion and glide formation-account for all 
variation in pre-stem vowels. As noted in section 2, locatives do not co-occur with 
the augment, including the class la augment U:-. They do, however, co-occur with 
class Sa prefix i:-. In such cases the vowel of locative pa- is deleted (44a), whereas 
the vowel of ku- and mu- forms a glide (44b). 

(44) a. /a/ deletion 

Jl 
f /_+ stem[i,e 
a 

b. Glide formation (2 possible formulations) 

Jl Jl	 Jl Jl 

!\"',J or \"',J
 
CVV CVV
 

[+hi] [+hi]
 

A few examples of each type of pre-stem morphology illustrating the applica
tion of these rules are provided in (45). Other phonological changes, such as 
homorganic nasal shift, are simply assumed, as they have no effect on the vowel 
issues in question. 

(45)	 Sample derivations 

Lengthening Gliding Shorten} Shorten2 

/i+ci+lundilo/ i+ci+lu:nd'ilo [iCilu:nd'ilo]
 
'crowd'
 

/i+ci+C"hindali/ i+c'i:+cllindali [ici:chindali]
 
'Chindali
 
language'
 

/i+J1+dumhUla/ i:+n+d O:mhUla i+n+dO:mbula [indG:mhUla]
 
'soul'
 

/i:+nd1:ma/ i:+nd1:ma i+nd1:ma [ind1:ma]
 
'lemon'
 

/mu+i:+U{ulu/ mw+i:+Ujulu [mwi:U{ulu] 
'in the granary' ) 
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11. Some apparent exceptions in vowel length 

Although pre-stem NC sequences and mora count of the stem are, in general, 
relevant in determining pre-stem vowel length, there are, nevertheless, several 
exceptions that should be noted. These exceptions are of two types: 1) canonical 
class prefix vowels which are long even though no NC cluster is apparent, and 2) 
pre-stem vowels which are long even though the stem has more than two moras. 

The first exception has a canonical CV- noun prefix that has a long vowel but 
which has no apparent NC-conditioned vowel lengthening (46). This case is similar 
to those mentioned in section 9 for ili:so 'eye' and I1mi1:si 'day'. However, unlike 
those cases, there is no evidence, historical or comparative, of an NC-initial stem. 

(46) a. ama:fuku [cl. 6a] 'sweat' 
b. *-d\lku 5 'sweat' [Tervuren reconstruction] 

Since the (historical) nasal never appears in words such as iJi:so 'eye' and 
I1mi1:si 'day', one might, in contrast with an underlying nasal, propose a segment
less "timing slot" in its place, in which case the stems could be represented as /-:so/ 
and /-:si/, respectively.9 Such a solution would not only avoid underlying segments 
that do not surface, but also provide an explanation for the case of ama:fuku 
'sweat' for which there is no evidence historically of an initial nasal. If an 
historical form l:fuku existed for Chindali, the shift from class 5 to class 6 suggests 
that speakers interpreted the vowel segment as the class prefix, but its length as the 
consequence of a stem-initial segmentless timing slot. 

A second exceptional case is that of the noun for "whistling" in (47). Here a 
canonical CV- prefix does not have a high tone, occurs before a poly-moraic stem, 
and one which has no apparent NC-initial sequnce, an environment in which a 
short vowel should occur. The case appears even more exceptional because Chi
ndali has a very similar noun, akafyo:no 'the sound pfk', also derived from a verb, 
ukufyo:na 'to make the sound pfk', which does not have a long pre-D-stem vowel. 
At this time I have no explanation for why this should occur. 

(47) a. aka:fyO:nu [cl. 12] 'whistling' [< u-ku-fyG:n-a 'whistle with the lips'] 
b. utu:fyO:l1u [cl. 13] 'whistlings' 

A final exception is the borrowed word l1:mbula:si 'ambulance'. As a class la 
word, similar to I1mba:mbo 'father [priest]', we would expect a short initial [u] 
since the stem has more than three moras, i.e., it has a bimoraic foot. It would 
appear, however, that the word has followed the pattern of canonical prefixes 
before NC-initial stems. That is, it has not shortened the prefix vowel because the 
prefix has a high tone, which, as has been shown, precludes shortening in canoncial 

9 This suggestion comes from David Odden (personal communication). 
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prefixes. This suggests that tone-becoming more stress-like in nature-may be in 
the process of replacing moraic stem count as the primary factor conditioning 
vowel shortening. 

(48) l1:mbula:si [cl. Ia] 'ambulance' 

12. Reanalysis and restructuring 

As the preceding description has made clear, synchronically Chindali has a 
prosodically conditioned rule of vowel shortening that affects pre-stem long 
vowels-noun class prefixes and clitics. What has not been indicated as yet is how 
it came to be this way. However, comparison with several reldted eastern Bantu 
languages provides the basis for a tentative hypothesis. Consider first length in 
class 5 nouns, a class which exhibits "aberrant" behavior in many languages. 

In addition to Chindali, two other central eastern Bantu languages-Chiyao 
(P.2l) and Kimatuumbi (P.13) (see (50) and (51), respectively)-exhibit pre-stem 
allo-morphic length variation in class 5 dependent on the mora count of the stem. 
In the northeast of the Bantu zone, Kikuria (E.43), which exhibits contrasting 
vowel length in stems (52), also exhibits a length contrast in the class 5 vowel, but 
there it is dependent on syllable, not mora count, as evidenced by the examples in 
(53). Variants of the augment+prefix are tabulated for each of these languages, 
contrasted with non-lengthening counterparts in Ruhaya (1.22), a northeast Bantu 
language (54). [Note that vowel length here is indicated by doubled vowels.] 

(50) Kimatuumbi [Odden 1996] 
a. Ijj-we 'stone' 
b. IH-kuti 'coconut leaf' 
c. li-blgii 'beer area' 
d. li-kalaala 'bird net' 

(51) Chiyao [Ngunga 1997] 
a. dii-wu 'ashes' c. di-veele 'breast' 
b. dii-tivi 'valley' d. di-sejele 'bead apron' 

(52) Kikuria [Cammenga 1994] 
a. iri-slisi 'safari ant' 
b. iri-slsi 'forest, bush' 

(53) Class 5 vowel lengthening in Kikuria 
a. irii-wa 'flower' 
b. irii-hoa 'thorn' (Note: [oa] is a monomoraic diphthong 
c. iri-yori 'fenced enclosure' [D. Odden, p.c.]) 
d. iri-13ccra 'guava' ) 
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(54) Class 5 reflexes 
PB cl5 Stem type Kikuria Ruhaya Chindali Kimatuumbi Chiyao 
*di-j- v- irO)- ely- ily- ly- dy

C- [1 cr] ir,i,i
[2+ cr] ir,i
[2 J1.] el- n- lii- dii

" [3+ J1.] ei- 1- lj- di-

Chindali is similar to Kimatuumbi and Chiyao in that it exhibits allomorphic 
variation dependent on stem mora count, to Kikuria in that they both contrast 
length in the class 5 vowel and have a vowel augment, to Ruhaya in that they have 
added an augment vowel, but lost the reflex of *d except before V-initial stems. 

Historically, reconstructed Proto-Bantu (PB) class 5 *di-,i- exhibits two aberra
tions with respect to canonical noun class patterns. First, the CV-V- structure 
deviates from the canonical V-CV- structure of most other noun classes. Second, 
the CVV- syllable structure creates a heavy syllable word-initially. The data in (54), 
in addition to the fact that most eastern Bantu languages reduced the vowel length 
in all instances of the class 5 prefix, suggest that the various languages "resolved" 
these aberrations in slightly different ways. 10 Given the conditioning environments 
observed in those languages that exhibit allomorphic variants-mono-syllabic vs. 
poly-syllabic in Kikuria, bi-moraic vs tri-moraic in Chindali, Chiyao, and Kima
iuumbi-the most likely point of origin would seem to be the dichotomy found in 
the two prominent stem types among eastern Bantu nouns: -CVCV vs. -CVVCV. 
Two factors would appear to be salient to the change: position of prominence and 
minimal word size. If the change began with -CVVCV stems in all these languages, 
the observed changes readily fall out. In di,i-CVVCV words, the atypical word-initial 
heavy syllable, the adjacency of two potentially heavy syllables, and a shift to 
preferred penultimate prominence "resolved" the issue by shortening the initial 
prefix vowel, hence di-CVVCV. However, in the languages investigated here, the 
same preference for penultimate prominence and a constraint on minimal word size 
apparently conspired to maintain the length in monosyllbic stems-dij-CV. That is, 
shortening of the prefix vowel was interpreted as prosodically conditioned. In 
languages such as Kimatuumbi and Chiyao, which reduced *dii- to ~i-/di-, respec

10 I wish to thank Larry Hyman and Thilo Schadeberg for their lively and extensive comments 
and discussion about historical issues related to class 5 noun prefixes. The ideas expressed here 
owe much to their discussion, but may not reflect their views. 

Information on Haya is from Byarushengo [1977]. The transcription of Kuria vowels in (52
53) has been changed from that given by Cammenga (1994) in order to make a uniform 
comparison of vowels in all the languages. Note, too, that Cammenga states that iri- occurs 
before C-initial stems, ere- before V-initial stems, a phenomenon typical of EAO languages 
(Larry Hyman, p.c.). However, Sillery (1936) gives eli- for class 5, suggesting that Kuria now 
has vowel harmony at play in the prefixes. 1 use the form jr,i- to reflect this difference. ) 
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tively, before -CVVCV stems,l1 the syllabically "light" variant, l,i-/di, was con
strued in terms of stem mora size, the minimal stem being bi-moraic. Thus, bi
moraic -CVCV stems remained unaffected by the shortening. In languages like 
Kikuria, on the other hand, the resulting r,i- vs r;i,i- dichotomy was construed in 
terms of stem syllabe count, the minimal stem being mono-syllabic. Hence, the 
short allomorph spread to all poly-syllabic stems, while the long allomorph was 
retained before mono-syllabic stems. 

Two other changes require consideration: formation of a glide before V-initial 
stems and addition of an augment vowel in langauges like Kikuria, Ruhaya, and 
Chindali. The issue with glide formation concerns di,i-VCV forms in languages like 
Kimatuumbi and Chiyao in which bi-moraic -CVCV stems retained the long vowel 
in the class 5 prefix. If penultimate prominence was prosodically preferred, then a 
shift of moraic weight from the ante-penultimate vowel to the penultimate vowel
dii-VCV to dy-vVCv-with concomitant gliding of the high vowel seems likely. 

An augment vowel was added in Kikuria, Ruhaya, and Chindali, apparently via 
analogy with other noun classes. Prefix forms in Ruhaya suggest that the point of 
origin of the analogy was with V-initial stems. That is, the formation of a glide 
before V-initial stems, producing ly-, appears to have been the catalyst for augment 
epenthesis. However, Ruhaya, unlike Kikuria, then lost intervocalic prefix [1], 
leaving ei-. 

Let us now summarize the case of Chindali. Like Chiyao and Kimatuumbi, 
Chindali reduced *dij- to Ji- before -CVVCV stems, which led to interpretation of 
the li- vs. lii- variation as prosodically conditioned allomorphy-involving 
shortening of the long vowel-dependent on the mora count of the stem, the 
minimal stem being bi-moraic. Before V -initial stems the prefix vowel lost its 
moraic weight in favor of the adjacent penultimate vowel. As in Ruhaya, an 
epenthetic augment was inserted before the ly- on V-initial stems and, sub
sequently, [1] was deleted. 

Shortening of the long underlying ii- variant in Chindali class 5a most likely 
was extended to class 9/10 prefixes which also had an "aberrant" prefix form-a 
nasal-and an augment vowel [i]. This form, syllabified as i.NCV.CV with di
syllabic stems, looks very much like class 5a nouns; in fact, it was noted in §5 that 
the nasal prefix is deleted in Chindali before voiceless spirants and other nasals, 
making them look exactly like class 5a nouns. From here, the shortening rule was 
extended to the class I a augment U-. 

13. Conclusion 

Chindali has been shown to have two synchronic, prosodically conditioned rules of 
vowel shortening affecting long pre-stem vowels in nouns and adjectives. One rule 

11 Shortening of the heavy dii- or l,i,i- prefix may also reflect a propensity to avoid successive 
heavy syllables. However, I have found no evidence to substantiate this view at this time. 
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shortens canonical class prefixes just in case they do not have a pre-D-stem high 
tone. The second rule is dependent on the mora-count of the D-stem: minimal bi
moraic vs. poly-moraic stems of three or more moras condition the shortening. 
This latter prosodically conditioned shortening appears to represent a restructuring 
of the reconstructed Proto-Bantu class 5 noun prefixes *di-j-. What would have 
been a long vowel before all stems has been preserved only before mono- and bi
moraic stems, having been reduced to a short vowel elsewhere. The point of origin 
of this change was likely to have been -CVVCV stems, which served as a catalyst 
for reducing the weight of the prefix syllable in deference to potential penultimate 
prominence and a CV- prefix that matched more closely the canonical noun class 
prefix in form. 
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